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INTRODUCTION

This Quatierly Techical SummaT covers the period i May

through 3i July i973. It consolidates the repotis of Divi-

sion 2 (Data Systems), Division 4 (Air Traffic Control), and

~vision 8 (Solid State) on the Advanced Electronic TeckoloD

Program.

Accepted forthe Air Force
Eugene C. Raabe, Lt. Col., USAF
Chief, ESD Lincoln Ltboratoq Project Office
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DATA SYSTEMS

D1V1S1ON 2

INTRODUCTION

This section of the report reviews progress dining the period i May

ttiough 31 July 1973 on Data Systems. *parate rewrts on speech

Understanding, Wismic Discrimination, Educational Technology,

Radar Measurements, FAA Interactive Graphics and ATC %rveil-

lance and Communication describe tbe work of Division2 on these

programs.

M.A. Herlin
Acting Head, Division2

I. L. Lebow
Associate Head



DIGITAL COMPUTERS

GROUP 23

1. 1NTRODUCTION

Circuits with higher fT were fabricated and tested this quarter. Static ad d~amic

measurements were made on the first comparator circuits and the mask set for an evaluation

wafer was designed.

D. lNT=RATED CIRCUIT PROCESSING

A. Integrated Circuit Fabrication

Two-bit adder and gate-chain wafers have been fabricated with thimer bases. Earlier add-

ers with thicker bases had fT of i to i.5 GHz and circuit delays of i,3 nsec. The fT with thin-

ner bases is 2.5 to 3 GHz and the circuit delay is about i.O nsec. Gate-chain circuits with thick

bases had stage delays of 0.8 to 0.9 nsec. The thin-base wafers have not yet been measured.

It is uncertain whether base width or capacitance is now limiting speed but work is being done to

reduce both.

A technique has been developed forremoving second-level metal without damaging the”nder-

lfing firSt-leVeI metal that is exposed in the tias. Thus, we were able to quickly revise circuit

interconnection by simply stripping and repatte;ning previously metal lized wafers.

B. Metallization

kuble-layer molybdenum test structures have shown no failures due to electromigration,

even at ten times the mean time to failure for similar aluminum devices. G test wafers tbe

contact resistance of moly films compared favorably with al-in-. However, when a wafer

with circuits was metallized with molybdenum the emitter and base contacts were low resistance

and the collector contacts high resistance. We have not been able to e~lain this result. Further

tests are in progress.

c. Dielectric Isolation

Deep isolation moats pose several problems for photoresist technology. First, it is difficult

to coat the upper corners of these deep cuts with resist that is thin enough to permit O.i-mil pat-

tern resolution. %condly, the spacing between bottom of the moats and the exposure mask is

too large to permit less than 0.3-mil line definition due to light undercut. A number of possible

conventional solutions to these problem s,~s”ch as oxide hac~illing and double pfiotoresist expo-

sures, are being explored. However, recent preliminary experiments have raised the possibil-

ity of a simpler, more effective technique for providing isolation than any of the methods pres-

ently in use. The process uses the selective gr?wthof high-resistance polycrystalline isolation

regions during the epitaxial collector formation. Fully processed wafers are undergoing test

a“d detailed results will be described in the ne~ QTS.

111. PHOTOHTHOGR.4PHIC INTERCONNECTION OF PUSTIC-EMBEDDED
SEMICONDUCTOR CHIPS

A. Memory Arrays

The second and third 20-chip, i024-bit memory arrays have been constructed. On each

array one inter-level \viring short caused by a plated void (bubble) in the resin dielectric layer
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was successfully removed. The second array was then partially operational and the third fully

operational until either it or the tester failed. The cause of failwe.will be located.

Test chips containing atotalof i6 nickel-alminm interfaces have been on test at 300°C

for 83 days with no siflificant change in appearance or electrical resistance.

B. Batch Packaging

=ototype packages were successfully made using the batch packaging teckique. Wafer

strips, each eight die long, were ptted with lead frames, intercomections between leads were

made across the dice, the strip was separated into single units, and each unit potted tito a dual

inline packge. The Wlyester-electroless plating tecbique produced 100 percent good intercon-

nections with acceptably low resistance. Work is being done.on simplification of certain process

steps.

IV. TESTING

The Data General Nova i230 computer was delivered and the interface hardware to comect

tbe computer to the integrated circuit test equipment has been built and checked out. %ftware

is being written in multi-task Fortran to run the test facility. As with the present TX-2 system,

it will be highly operator-program interactive.

V. APPLICATIONS AND DESIGN AIDS

A. High- Speed Comparator

The first wafer of the LLz06 latched voltage comparator had fT = i. 5 GHz rather than the

design goal of 2 GHz, resistor values about 40 percent above nominal and collector-base capaci-

tances about twice the estimated value. Tbe d~amic performance was: small-signal rise time

of 1.5 nsec, slew rate of i V/nsec, turn-on regenerative time constant of O.5 nsec, and a minimum

acceptable unlatch pulse width of 3 nsec. These values are si~ificantly slower than the design

goal.

Input offset voltages have shown standard deviations of 3 to 6 mV about means of up to t4 mV,

the nonzero means attributable to a correctable layout error that made offset sensitive to mask

ali~ent. The design goal of a standard deviation of i mV requires larger input devices. A new

chip consisting of matched pairs of transistors and resistors is being produced to make pssible

a determination of the trade offs involved in a lower offset.

B. Circuits for ItButterfly Box”

Four 9 x 9 array multipliers utilizing i 44 of our 2-bit adders will be assembled in Fy 74 tO

produce a butterfly box for performing the complex multiplications and additions required for

high- speed convolution in the ABMDA Mgital Signal Woces sor Development Mogram.

C. Double-Raster Esplay %stem

The double-raster system program was etiended to allow higher level commands and opera-

tions. The TX-2 refresh- scope command handier was ticorporated into the system.

D. tiopagation Delay of an ECL Gate

In order to obtain optimum circuit performance from our process, it is necessary to have a

good analytical understanding of circuit behavior.

i
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& expression for the per stage small- si~al propagation delay ( Tpd ) of an inverting ECL

gate chain has been derived. For a fan-in and fan-out of one a“d employing standard notation,

‘pd
is given by the following expression

‘Li
‘pd = ~i + Rc [~ + ~) Cci + Ciso “/2 CR ] + ‘Re t ‘b,) [Ccf t Utf(Rel+ r~f)]

c

* [1/2 cRe +~/2 .& +1,2 +Cci] ,+ Re + r~f

where the subscript, i, refe~s to the inverter transistor and the subscript, f, refers to the

emitter follower transistor in the ECL gate. The first term in this expression for T
pd

represents

the delay through the inverter transistor. The second term is the delay due to the charging of the

capacitance associated with the collector of the inverttig transistor through the collector load ,,

resistance Rc. The third term is the delay through the emitte= follower transistor. Ftially, the
;:,;

fourth term is the delay due to the charging of the capacitance associated with the emitter of the ..!

emitter follower through the output resistance of the emitter follower, Rer;f/(Re + r~f).
f+

,,;

I
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DIGITAL PROCESSORS

GROVP 24

I. SPEECH PROCESSORS

The Lincok Laboratory Speech Processor program continues toward the goal of specifying

appropriate ~ocOder hardware con fiflpations for defense communication applications. Part of

our effort is directed toward fully digitized versions of anal~g vocoders designed and constructed

at Lincoln Laboratory for use at 24oO, 48oo, and 9600 bits per second (bps). These vocoders

were successfully used in various experiments, and the digitized versions will be compact and

Iow priced. A second part of the effo=t is directed toward implementation of Linear Redictive

Coding (L?C) vocoders for operation in the 2400- to 4800-bps range. A third part of the effort

is concernedwitb accurate pitch and voicing itiormation efiraction from .the input speech wave-

form; aneces.saryp roceduref orbothchanneland LPCvocoder realizations.

The digital filter channel~~ocoder design sL=.xlation effort is’ continuing. The basic vOCOder

simulation without codhg has beendebugged; and the codtig for 4800- and 2400-bps OutPut is be-

ing debugged. issues of scaling .and gain between stages are under tivestigation to maximize

signal-to-no iseratios. ~n the .s.tiulation and following hardware. Tbe basic arittie.tic element

of the vocoder desi~, a serial mtdtiplier driven ky. an: M.OS register for state storage, has been

bretihoarded. The .eler,ent works as designed, performing ai 2-hit by i6-bit multiply int.6 psec,

adequatel.yfast for tbe vocoder realization.

Simulation st=dies of LPCx@ coders continues. A stndyof the coding of the roots of tbe pre-

dtitor pol~omial aimed at 4800 bps LPCis.z OW being.programmed. &me :pr,eliminar-y work in

coding vowel segment formants with linear approxhations appears very promising foFhigb-

compression or variable -ratemding.. Afialternate iterative solution tectiique four predictor

coefficients”i”s under study for Fssible use in variable -rate” coding:

Fkally, a more elaborate time domain pitch extractor bas been coded and rms h simulation

on the FDP. This efiractor was implemented and used in several Lincoln Laboratory vocoders.

Under careful examination it yields avery accurate pitcb track with low incidence of doubling or

halving pitch period but stifers from small delays and anticipations introducing voiced-unvoiced

timdaries. These errors seem to demagnified when sucha pitch track is used to swthesize

LPC speech. As a result we are studying improvements in Buzz- Hiss boundary detection in the

present efiractor. A hardware design study is underway to reduce this etiractorto an MOS

realization. Sincetbe original implementation was designed as a serial device running at a one-

microsecond clock, MOS implementation makes sense for a lower power, cheaper, smaller

realization. %me of the subunits of the etiractor have been tested in MOS logic and functional

required.
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS

GROUP 28

In order to accommodate increasing use= demand for on-line storage, three di=ect-access

storage devices were installed during this quarter. The total capacity of the system for this

kind of secondary storage is now 800 million bytes. Also inresponse to user requirements the

capacity of the communications controller was inc~eased by providing eight more lines and addi-

tional facilities for medim- speed display detices.

The capability of recovering from permanent errors on the system paging dr- has been

added to the time sharing system, CP/67. This function insures continued operation even though

there is an 1/0 error on the hacking store device. Instead of the whole system becoming inoper-

ative, only the user whose virtual storage resides on the bad drw record is affected. This tech-

nique will provide much greater reliability to time-sharing operations.

Inpreparation for an ,,exclusive use,, secure mode of time- sharing operation, a special ver-

sion of CP/67 has been generated. While it is functionally similar to the standard version a

number of restrictions and limitations have been included. %veral changes in the physical ar-

rangement of the computer room and in operating procedures have also been completed for the

purposes of security. Current users of the secure-hatch system, which is a special restricted

version of IBMIS Operating System/360, are being assisted i“ converting to the secure ttie -

sharing system. On mmpletionof this activity .all requirements for classified data processing

are expected to be handled by the special version CP/67. As an accommodation for c“~rent users

of secure 0S/360 who encounter conversion problems, work is in progress to improve the effi -

ciencyof ope~ating 0s/360 on a vi~tual machine provided by the secure version of CP/67.

The Laboratory has entered into anar~angement witha c.mp”ter center ope~atingan IBM

370/i 65, to provide computing sertices in the event of major damage to Lincoln$s installed

IBM 360/67 or to handle short-term overloads. Since the use of such services would be only

temporary and would come with little advance notice a high degree of program compatibility is

necessary. This can best be provided by preparing the Laboratory’s own version of OS/360 for

use at the backup facility.

To generate this system a special system of OS and HASP was required along with minor

modification to the cataloged procedures, organization of ~ata sets on system disk packs, the

system accounting routine, HASP, and system initialization routines. The hack”p system con-

sists of the same release of HASP and OS used at the Laboratory with additional IBM fixes. The

major difference between the two is in the support of the operator console. In the Lincoln sys-

tem tbe operator console is under the control of OS (HASP cannot support the console for the

370/365). Preparatio”of the backup system is nearly complete and testing should begin soon

6
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AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

DIVISION 4

INTRODUCTION

The Air Traffic Control Division at Lincoln Laboratory is engaged

in studies and development programs for the Federal Aviation Ad-

ministration .and the Transportation Systems Center of the Depart-

ment of Transportation. These activities are describedin other

reports, In addition, three small tasks being conducted for the

Air Force are reported herein: (i) studies of microwave landing

systems in support of the NATO Industrial Advisory Group (N~G),

(2) the constr”ctionof a computer-driven airborne display for the

SEEK BUS program, and(3) studies of the TPN-i9system for the

Terminal Control Program Office at ESD.

H,G, Weiss
Head, Di”ision 4

P.R. Drouilhet
Associate Head

W.1. Wells
Assistant Head
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AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

DIVISION 4

The following three tasks ~ebeingcarriedo”t with Air Force Support,

1. APPROACH AND LANDING SYSTEMS

Effort in support of Lincoln Laboratoryts participation as a U.S. tech fical representative to

the NATO Industrial Advisory Group (NIAG) Subgroup i (SG-i) ended with the forwarding of five

SG-i recommendations to the Conference of National Armaments Directors (cNAD) andthe NATO

Air Force Armaments Group (NAFAG) inA”~st 1973. Subgroup t had been instructed to advise

on a NATO requirement for an approach and landing system for the post-%975 period,

It had been originally hoped that, ontbe basis of paper studies [including coherent interfer-

ence (m”ltipath) simulations], SG-I could identify a single ,Ibest,, concept to meet the NATO re-

quirement from the 46 systems proposed by various firms. However, SG-1 did not settle on a

single concept andbas recommended to CNAD a follow-on evaluation program consisting of flight

tests between the more promising concepts together with studies to refine the user requirements.

InitiaUy, it had been tbought h the u.S. aeronautical community that the ‘fair-derived!, sys-

tems under active development in the U.S. MLS program would emerge as the most p~omising

candidates. Ho\vever, it became evident during the assessment period that advances in signal-

processing tecbnolo~, especially for digital signals, had made practical a group of ‘,gro”nd-

deri”ed(, systems which perform direction finding (e. g., byinterferometric techniques) ona sig-

nal emitted by the aircraft and the” transmit its coordinates to the aircraft’via a digital data liti.

On the basis of the current operational requirement and the data available, SG-1 was not able to

express a preference for either ground- or air-derived concepts,

11, AIRBORNE GRAPHICAL DISPLAY

The airborne graphical display eq”ipme”t, the flyable mini-computer, and all the control

boxes were interfaced in the Laboratory with the SEEK BUS terminal. Software and hardware

debugging was accomplished and tbe pilot, s control box and the display were shipped to RADC

for installation in the C-131 aircraft which is equipped with a SEEK BUS terminal.

A large monitor display and interface hardware will be shipped early in the next quarter for

installation in the aircraft. This hardware includes the airborne mini-computer, power distri-

bution equipment, etc. This equipment will be located in the passengers, compartment of the

C-i34 and the I=ge display will provide a repeat of what is displayed to the pilot.

Flight tests are ewected to begin in September,

111. TPN-19 (GCA) Studies

The study of possible improvements to tbe Precision Approach Radar (PAR) was co”tin”ed

until the end of tbe fiscal year. The principal proposed improvement was the addition of a Dop-

pler filter ba~ in each range gate. IVith the threshold adaptively adjusted in each Doppler filter,

a great advantage will be gained in the rejection of rain clutter. A similar approach has been im-

plemented on a“ S-band Airport Surveillance Radar and is under test here at Lincoln Laboratory.

To improve TPN-i9 radar performance in weather necessitates the collection of data from

more pulses than in the present design. St”dies were made of the best radar tradeoffs to achieve

this objective. A report is in progress covering study work during the period of the contract.

8
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SOLID STATE

DIVISION 8

INTRODUCTION

This section of the report summarizes progress during

the period 4 May through 31 July i973 on Solid State

Research projects funded primarily by the Air Force.

Tbe Solid State Research Report for the same period

describes this work of Division 8 in more detail.

A. L.’ McWhorter
Head, Division 8

P.E. Tannenwald
Associate Head



DIVISIQN 8 REPORTS

QN ADVANCED ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
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4057

406i

408b

4089

4094

4%13

4ii9

4122

4124

45 Maythro”ghi5 August 4973

PUBLISHED REPORTS

Journal Articles*

High-Pressure Technology
and Magnetism

Exploring the A+B5+03
Ctimpounds

Itiomogeneous Line Broad -..
ening in Donor .Magfieto -
Qptic aI Spectra

Role of Bulk. and Sur$ace
Plasmons. in the Emission:.
of Slow Secondary Electrm
Polycrystalline Aluminum

Exciton Levels in a Magnetic
Fiel~

Theory of the Spontaneous
Spin-Flip Raman Line Skpe
in Ifib

Stress-Induced Spin Flop in

cr203

Electron Radiation Damage
and Annealing of Hgi-xCdxTe
at Low Temperatures

Line Shape of the Doppler-
Limited Itirared Magnetic
Rotation Spectrum of Nitric
Oxide

Near-Resonance Snontaneous-
Spin-Flip Light Sc~tteringin
InSb

*Reprints available.

tAuthor not at Lincoln Laboratory.

J.B. Goodenough

J.B. Goodetiough.
J...4. Kafa~as

D.M, Larsen

V. E, Henrich

N.::Leet
D.M. L2rsen
B: Laxt

R. W. Davies.

J. W. Allen

J. Melngailis
J.L. Ryan
T.C. Harman

F.A. Blum
K.W. Nill
A.J. Strauss

S. R,J. Brueck
A. Mooradian
F.A. Bl”m

Opportunities in High-Pressure
Technology - A Report of the
National Materials .Advisory
Board (Publication NMAB.303,
Januar:yi973), p.475

J: Solid .State Chem. 5, .493
(1.973)

Phys. Rev. BB, 535 (.!973.)

Phys. Rev, Bl, 351Z(4Y73)

J. Phys. Chem. Solids &..
4059. (1.Y7.3)

Phys. Rev. 31, .373i (4973)

Phys. Rev, B I, 49%5 (1973)

J, Appl. Phys. H, 2647 (i973)

J. Chem. Phys. ~, 4968 (i973)

Phys. Rev. B 1, 5253 (1973)
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4i 34

4i42

4i 43

4148

415i

4157

4i68

4175

4i 81

4182

W

3350

3351

Discussion of ‘*Chemical Vapor
Deposited Polycrystalline
Siliconf!

Effects of Mirror Reflectivity
in a Distributed-Feedback
Laser

High-Power Output in
Pbf-xSnxTe Diode Lasers
with Improved Mirror Quality

Backward Stimulated Light
Scattering and the Limiting
Diameters of Self-Focused
Light Beams

Pressure-Tuned GaAs Diode-
Laser Absorption Spectroscopy
of Xenon Hyperfine Strccture

Tunable Laser Measurements
of Water Vapor Transitions in
the Vicinity of 5pm

Infrared Reflectivity of Para-
tellurite, Te02

High-Efficiency Secondary-
Electron Emission from
Sputtered MgO-Au Cermets

Tunable cw Pbo,98Cdo ~2S
Diode Lasers Emitting at
3.5 pm: Applications to
Ultrahigh-Resolution
Spectroscopy

High-Power, Narrow-Linewidtb
Operation of GaAs Diode
Lasers ,.

C. M, Wolfe
G. E. Stillman
J. A. Rossi

S. R. Chinn

J. N. Walpole
A. R. Calawa
R. W. Ralston
T. C. Harman

.,

J. Electrochem. Sot. ~, 848
(i973)

IEEE J, Quantum Electron,
QE-9, 574 (+973)

J. Appl, Phys. &, 2905 (4973)

P. L. Kelley Phys, Rev, A & 3i5 (1973)
T. K. Gustafson*

A, S. Pine IEEE J. Quantum Electron.
C. J. Glassbre”ner ~, 800 (1973)
J. A. Kafalas

R. S, Eng
P. L. Kelley
A. Mooradian
A. R. Calawa
T. C. Harman

D. M. Kern
A. S, Pine
G. Dresselhaus
T.B. Reed

V. E. Henrich
,J. c.c. Fa”

K. W. Nill
A. J. Strauss
F.A. Bl”m

J, A. Rossi
S. R. Chinn
H. Heckscher

Meeting Speeches

Small Bandgap Lasers and A. R, Calawa
Their Uses in Spectroscopy

Small Bandgap Semiconductor L Melngailis

Chem, Phys. Letters C9, 524
(1 973)

Phys. Rev. B 8, 76a (1973)

APP1. phYs. Letters &3, 7
(i973)

APPL phys. Letters C, 677
(i973)

APPL phys. Letters ~, 25
(i973)

J. Luminescence L 477 (4973)

J. Luminescence 1, 501 (i973)
Infrared De~e6tors

i, Author not at Lincoln Laboratory.
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339*
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41 49A

4f 52

4153

4458

4i 84

4i89

4190

The Str”ct”re of La2C”04 J. M. Longo
and LaSrV04 P, M. Raccah

Narrow-Gap Semiconductor L Melngailis
Lasers and Detectors

Structural Studies in the J. W. Pierce
System KF-YF3 H. Y-P. Hong
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UNPUBLISHED REPORTS

Journal Articles

Simple Modification to Com-
mercial Michelson Transform
Spectrometer for Increased
Resolution

The Stress Dependence and
the Latent Heat of the Morin

Transition ‘n ‘e203

Electronic Struct~re of Tran-
sition Metals. k Phonon
Spectra

Electronic Str”ct”re of Tran-
sition Metals. 11: Quantum
Defects, Old and New

Stark Effect on Donor Transi-
tions in High Purity GaAs

EuO. I, Resistivity and Hall
Effects in Fields up to i50 k@

EuO. 11. ~pndence of the
insulator-Metal Transition
on Magnetic Order

* Author not at Lincoln Laboratory.

D.M. Kern

J. W. Allen

A. 0. E. Animal”

A. O. E. Animal”

D. M. Kern
D. M. Larsen

Y. Shapira*
S. Foner*
T.B. Reed

Y, Shapira*
S. Foner*
R. L. Aggarwal*
T.B. Reed

J. Solid State Chem. Q, 526
(4973)

Proc, 4th Conf. on Solid State
Detices, Tokyo, 1972 (The
Japan Society of Applied Phys-
ics, Tokyo, 1973) [J. Jap, Sot.
Appl. Phys. % supplement,
4973], p, 3

Proceedings of the Tenth Rare
Earth Research Cotierence,
Vol. 1, C. J. Ke”ane and
T. Moeller, Eds. (United
States Atomic Energy Com-
mission CONF.-73O4O2-PI,
1973), p. 527

Accepted by Rev. Sci. Instr.

Accepted by Pbys. Rev. B

Accepted by Phys. Re”. B

Accepted by Phys. Rev. B

Accepted by Solid State
Comm”n.

Accepted by Phys. Rev. B

Accepted by Phys. Re”. B
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S. R. J. Br”eck
A. Mooradian

Spontaneous Spin-Flip Raman
Linewidth and Nonlinear Proc -
esses in InSb

Accepted by Opt. Commun.

Accepted by Phys. Rev. BThe Josephson Current in
Tunneling Between Coupled
Superconductors

A. O. .E. Animal”

Accepted by J. Chem. Phys.Observation of Strone Nonlin - H. J. Zeiger
F. A. Blum
K. W. Nill

earities in the High Field
Zeeman Spectrum of NO at
1876 cm-l

4209

42i6

Crystal Chemistry in the
System MSb03

H. Y-P. Hong
J. A. Kafalas
J. B. Goodenough

Accepted by J. Solid State
Chem.

Threshold, Spectral and Out-
put Power Characteristics of
GaAs/Gai -XA3XAS Single Het-
erostructure Diode Lasers

J. A. Rossi
H. Heckscher
S. R. Chinn

Accepted by Appl. Pbys.
Letters

4217 Time Delays and Q-Switching
Effects in GaAs/GaxAlf -XAS
Single Heterostructure Diode
Lasers

J. A, Rossi
E. Heckscher
G. E. Still man
S. R. Chim

Accepted by Appl. Phys.
Letters

4225

4240

4254

Experimental and Theoretical
Charge Density in Aluminum

R. J. Temkin*
V. E. Henrich
P. M. Raccah*

Accepted by Solid State
COmmun.

Effect of Pb - and Te -Saturation
on Carrier Concentrations in
Impurity-Doped PbTe

A. J. Strauss Accepted by J, Electron.
Mater,

Applications of Phase Transi-
tions in Materials Science

J. B. Goodenough Accepted by Mater, Res. Bull.

Meeting Speechest

The Electronic Properties of
Oxides

!,

J. B. Good enough

A. Mooradian

Conference on Peculiar Prop-
erties of Oxides, Argome
National Laboratories,
Argo me, Illinois, 1S-i 9 May
+973

3337G,
I

Tunable Semiconductor Lasers
and Their Applications

Physics Colloquium, Pen-
nsylvania State University,
Phillipsburg, 29 May i973;
Lasers and Optics for Appli-
cations, Summer Course,
M. I. T., 34 July 1973

$6Author not at Lincoln Laboratory.

t Titles of Meeting Speeches are listed for itiormation only. Xo copies are available for
distribution,
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3337H

3428C

36{5

3474B

3564

35i5

3592

3527A

3562

3583

3584

3585

3589

3607

Tunable Semiconductor Lasers
and Their Applications

High Resolution Itirared Spec -
troscopy Using Tunable Semi-
conductor Lasers

Advances in Tmable Lead-Salt
Semiconductor Lasers

Free Energy Model of High
Temperature Metal-Insulator

‘transitions ‘n Ti203 and ‘2°3

Phase-Transition Mechanisms
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SOLID STATE

DIVISION 8

I. SOLID STATE DEVICE RESEARCH

The simultaneous operxtionof a Hgl-xCdxTe photodiode asanoptical heterodyne receiver

and a varactor microwave harmonic mixer has made possible the detection of C02 laser beats

to beyond 60 GHz. A microwave local oscillato~ p“mp was fed into the photodiode which mixed

,vith the high-frequency optical heat signal, generating a strong difference-frequency Signal.

Although the photodiode wasdesigned forai-GHzheterod~e receiverat io.6 pm, its simultaneous

use as a microwave .mixer greatly improves its performance well above the roll-off frequency.

Single beteroj”nction diode lasers have been fabricated by vacuum deposition of arm-type

PbTe film onto a p-type Pbo,88Sno, i2Te substrate. Thedetices obtained show significantly

Iower threshold current densities and CW operational higher temperatures than homojunction

detices in this material. Optical coatings have been applied tothecavity end faces of high-

power PbS stripe-geometry diode lasers inorder to increase the single -ended output power and

measurements have been made of emission spectra, field patterns, and efficiencies.

L-niform Schottky-barrier avalanche photodiodes tith gains greater than 250, rise times

less than 200 psec, and quantum efficiencies over 40 percentat 1.06 pm have been fabricated in

I*xGal -x As alloys. The material used for these devices was grown epitaxiallyon GaAs sub-

strates using an AsC13-H2Ga-In vapor-phase system which permitted grading the epitaxial layers

from GaAs to the desired composition.

11. QGAXTUM ELECTRONICS

Studies have been carried out of the wavelength dependence of GaAs laser threshold injection

current as \vell as tbe wavelength dependence of power output versus current level. A grating-

tuned external cavity was used to select the operating wavelength, A sharp increase in threshold

current !vas found as the output photon energy was decreased below the band gap. An initially

gradual rise was found as the output pboton energy was increased above the gap with the slope

of this rise increasing as the output photon energy increased.

The CW InSb spin-flip Ramanlaser bas been operated in a gradient-field permanent magnet.

For CO laser pumping near the band gap, up to five Stokes and two anti-Stokes components were

observed. Tuning was achieved bymoting the magnet along the field gradient. With the magnet
-i

alone a first-Stokes tuning range of 1,3 cm tvas obtaineti external coils increased the tuning

range to i.9 cm ‘4 and could be used for accurate fine tuning. Doppler-1 imited spectra of NO

were taken by driving current in the coils as well as by moving tbe sample in the field gradient.

This spin- flip laser system has been stabilized bydrivingtbe magnet coils with a reference

signal obtained by heterod~ing tbe spin-flip output against a stable CW CO laser. Stabilities

of better than iOO kHz were obtained for 1 second. This is in the stability range required for

nonlinear spectroscopy.

{I:ork has continued on evaluating and using cbalcopy rite nonlinear optical material S. Fifteen-

percent conversion efficiency was obtained in CdGeAs2 for dOubling C02 radiatiOn. Difference-

freq”ency outputs between 11,4 and i6.8 @m \vere obtained on a CW basis using the outputs from

grating -t””ed CO and C02 lasers. Tbe absolute value of the nonlinear susceptibility of AgGaSe2

,vas also measured.



Absolute measurements of CO laser lines have been made tith inaccuracy of about 5 ~z.

These measurements were made bymifing inahigh-speed HgCdTe photodiode CW radiation

from a stable CO laser with doubled radiation from a stable CW C02 laser. Detector output sig-

nals of up to ii GHz have been measured hy beterod~ing this output with an etiernal microwave

oscillator. The measurements give values of CO frequencies which average several tens of

megahertz below the pretious values.

A hot-band (2v2 - .2) water vapor transition has been measured relative to a CO laser tran-

sition tith an accuracy of 30 MHz. A PbSSe diode laser was t~ed to the peak of this absorption

line and then heterod~ed in a fast HgCdTe detector with the P(17) line of the 7-6 band of aCO

laser. Using recsntly obtained values of CO laser frequencies, a value of the water vapor line

frequency was found which compares reasonably well with the value itierred from measurements

of other transitions.

Low-chirp PbSSe diode lasers operating at 77 K have been pressure tuned. to obtain nearly

Doppler-1imited spectra of both COat 4.8k”rn and NO at 5.3vm. The technique is capable of

covering even more extensive wavelength ranges. Using a pressure-tuned diode operating ina

single mode near threshold, spectra were obtained tithout tbe necessity of a spectrometer for

filtering out etiraneous modes.

111. MATERfALS RESEARCH

In order to determine the effects of changes in the Pb/Te ratio on the carrier type a“d con-

centration in impurity-doped PbTe, Hall coefficient measurements have been made on as-grown,

Pb-saturated, and Te-saturated samples doped with one of 7 impurities: Cu, Ag, In, Tl, As,

Sb, and Bi. Both Ag and As are definitely amphoteric impurities in PbTe, while less conclusive

evidence of amphoteric behavior is obtained for Cu and Sb.

A new ternary compound, Ag9GaSe6, has been prepared by fusiOn of tbe elements in stoichi -

ometric proportions. X-ray diffraction data indicate that the new compounds not the second phase

that currently limits the optical quality of AgGaSe2 crystals grOwn fOr nonlinear applications.

The crystal structure of neodymium ultraphosphate, NdP5014, has been determined by anal-

ysis of single-crystal x-ray diffraction data, This str”ct”re, in which the Nd atoms are isolated

from each other by PO+ tetrahedral, appears to account for the small Nd-Nd pair lnteractiOns

revealed by fluorescence decay measurements.

The efficiency of green emission from NaW4:~, Er and ~4:~,Er upconverting phosphors

excited by a GaAs:Si light-emitting diode has been measured as a function of diode current. The

overall power efficiency for the phosphor-diode combinations “aries from -5 X $0
-5 -4to-l Xlo

as the diode current is increased fro~ 100 to 500 mA,

IV, PHYSICS OF SOLIDS

4
Lifetimes ‘f ‘he ‘eodymium ‘3/2

states in the metaphosphate series NdxLai-xP309 and

the ultraphosphate series NdxLai-xP50i4 have been measured. Be.ause these materials can

be doped tith Nd out to x = i without complete quenching of the luminescence, they are of poten-

tial interest as optically pumped laser materials.

Incomectiontith the metal-insulator transition program, an experimental investigation is

being carried out on the temperature dependence of the sound velOcitYin V203. SO far, a roOm -

temperature longitudinal velocity of 7.85 X 105 cm/see, tvbich is tithin 40 percent of that in

Ti203, has been measured.

i7



Calculation of the phonon spectra of transition metals continues. In the case of vanadium,

excellent agreement between theory and experiments is obtained with V5+, but as tbe chemical

valence is decreased this agreement is lost.

An experimental study of optically pumped molecular systems lasing CW in the submillimeter

re~on has shown that the limitations caused by a need for close re~onance of pump and molecular

absorption frequencies can be largely overcome through Stark-tuning of the abso~ption. Specifi-

cally, CW submillimeter lasing has been observed in NH3 by Stark-shifting three absorption

lines of NH3 into resonance tith C02 laser lines.

v. MICROELECTRONICS

Two silicon EBSdiodes have been success fully mounted into twohigh-frequency metti-

ceramic gridded triode tubes. These tubes are currently being evaluated for vacuum integrity

and electrical performance. Because of some problems encountered in earlier tubes of shortened

tube life duetolow-temperature bakeout, theupper temperature limits to whichtbe current EBS

detices maybe processed are now being investigated.

Anexperimental and theoretical study was carried out to evaluate the possible use of silicon

Schottky-barrier diodes as EBS targets. ,The results of the study indicated that a metal-

semiconductor barrier height of 0.73 eV was necessary to prevent thermal runaway in the present

application.

The fabrication of the silicon membranes which are used as mask substrates in the x-ray

lithographic process is presented in detail.

Tbe capabilities of the mask-making laboratory have continued to be expanded and refined.

A patiicular recent refinement is a program for easily digitizing the layout of a meandering line.

The ~NNPLOT mask layout program can now send displays to anyscope attached totbe

36o computer, a capability which greatly improves the pattern generation procedure.
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